2-pc Cup for Pendent Sprinklers

Description
The 2-pc cup is designed to be used as a replacement solution for pendent style canopies that have been removed from an existing sprinkler system. This allows for the canopies to be changed out without deactivating the sprinkler system. Use of the two piece cup also reduces reinstallation cost of new canopies. Two identical halves snap together around the existing sprinkler head. Any one of three available skirts, standard, flush, and semi-flush may be used to finish the installation.

Installation
The existing canopy must be removed from the sprinkler head. This may be accomplished without removing the sprinkler head by cutting off the old canopy with sheet metal cutters. To install the new canopy, carefully engage the two fingers on each halve of the canopy into the slots in the opposite side of the canopy half. Use both hands to press the two halves together until they are firmly seated. Once both halves have been installed the skirt may be installed by sliding the selected skirt onto the installed cup until the skirt is firmly seated against the ceiling. The cup is held in place by friction.

Caution: Care must be used when working around the sprinkler head. Avoid any contact with the deflector and the fusible element.

Specifications
- **Material:** .020" Cold Rolled Steel
- **Size:** ½" IPS
- **Finish:** Chrome White
- **Available skirts:** Standard Flush Semi-flush
- **Adjustment:** 2-3” - Standard Skirt 0-1¼” - Flush 0-1¼” - Semi-flush
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